
LICPA schéma – urychlováńı hmotných makročástic
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et al., LPB, 2017], [Badziak et al., LPB, 2018], . . .

• Simulace děj̊u v kanále uzav̌reném kavitou.

• Kavita ⇒ velká část energie laseru se transformuje do energie
rázové vlny ⇒ vyš̌śı rychlosti dopadů, věťśı krátery.

• Řada konfiguraćı: tloušt’ka ablátoru/projektilu, materiál pro-
jektilu/terče (CH, Al, Cu, Au), energie laseru (100 − 400 J),
frekvence laseru (1ω, 3ω).

• Různé aspekty experiment̊u, hydrovýtěžnost.

• Srovnáńı simulaćı a experiment̊u (rychlost dopadu, rychlost
rázových vln, velikost kráter̊u) ⇒ dobrá shoda.
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(a) [1, 3, 37, 41, 42] or the soft x-ray flux produced with a
laser (b) [3, 39, 40] as well as by an impact of a macroparticle
driven by the laser beam (c) [3, 38] or the x-ray flux (d)
[3, 25]. A common drawback of all these laser-based methods
is their low energetic efficiency ηs = Es/EL (Es is the
shock energy and EL is the energy of the laser beam which
generates the shock or produces x-rays or accelerates the
projectile). In the case of a short-wavelength (UV) laser driver
this efficiency is of the order of ∼1–3% [3] for the method
(a) and is below 1% for the method (d) [3, 25], achieving
still lower values when a long-wavelength (∼1 µm) laser
driver is applied. Consequently, in order to obtain the quasi-
planar shock pressure in the 0.1–1 Gbar range, a multi-kJ
short-wavelength laser-driver has to be used [25]. Below we
will show that using LICPA accelerator the shock pressures
above 0.1 Gbar can be produced with a laser driver of energy
only 200 J.

In the experiment performed at PALS, a heavy plasma
macroparticle (CH/Al disc) accelerated in the LICPA
accelerator like the one presented in figure 2 collided with
a massive Al target placed at the accelerator channel exit. We
measured dimensions of the crater produced in the massive
target by the macroparticle impact, since the crater volume is a
measure of the energy of the shock generated in the target by the
impact and it is a useful source of information about the shock
pressure. For comparison we also measured craters produced
in the massive target by the impact of a plasma macroparticle
(CH/Al disc) driven by the AA, as well as craters created by
the direct irradiation of the massive target by the laser beam. In
all three cases, parameters of the laser beam at the irradiated
target were the same and CH/Al targets for LICPA and AA
were identical. The result of this comparison is shown in
figure 7 where replicas of craters produced with the use of
LICPA or AA with CH/Al20 µm target as well as by the direct
irradiation are presented. The volumes of craters produced
by the LICPA-driven macroparticle are by more than order of
magnitude larger than craters produced using AA or the direct
irradiation. This is a strong indication that the energy and the
pressure of the shock generated with the use of the LICPA
accelerator are also much higher than those achieved with AA
and the direct irradiation.

To estimate the pressure of the shock generated in a
massive target by the impact of a LICPA-driven plasma
macroparticle we performed detailed numerical simulations of
the macroparticle acceleration and formation of craters by the
macroparticle impact using the 2D PALE code [30, 31]. As the
computational domain in the impact phase does not change, we
performed the simulation of this phase in Eulerian coordinates
with static computational mesh. A comparison of the measured
and computed volumes of craters produced in the massive
Al target by the impact of CH/Al plasma macroparticles of
various masses is presented in figure 8, together with volumes
of craters produced with the use of the AA scheme. We
see that numerical results are in reasonable agreement with
experimental data, which indicates that our estimates of the
parameters of the shock are reliable [44].

A structure of the shock generated in the massive target
by the impact of the 4 µg plasma macroparticle is shown

Figure 7. The pictures of replicas of craters produced in the massive
Al target by the impact of 4 µg plasma macroparticle accelerated in
the LICPA scheme or the AA scheme or by the direct irradiation of
the target by laser beam. The distance from the CH/Al20 µm target
to the massive target for LICPA and AA is the same and equal to
LCh = 2 mm. EL ≈ 200 J.

in figure 9. The figure presents 2D spatial profiles of
density and pressure inside the target at the moment when
the pressure attains a maximum value. The shock front is
flat over the diameter 2r ≈ 200 µm, the maximum density
in the shock is around 14.3 g cm−3, and the shock velocity is
estimated to be 80 km s−1. The pressure at the shock front
reaches 144 Mbar and the maximum pressure behind the front
approaches 290 Mbar. All these parameters are much higher
than those achieved for the plasma macroparticle driven by the
AA or for the case of a direct laser irradiation, as could be
expected from the comparison of craters. It should be noted
that despite the fact that main reasons for such high parameters
of the generated shocks are high density and high velocity of
the plasma macroparticle efficiently accelerated in the LICPA
accelerator, there is an additional factor which enhances the
shock velocity and pressure, namely the additional force acting
on the macroparticle during and after the collision, originating
from the pressure of plasma still remaining in the accelerator
channel.

To conclude, it has been shown that hydrodynamic LICPA
accelerator can be a highly efficient tool for generating high-
pressure shock by collision of the LICPA-driven plasma
macroparticle with a solid target. In particular, using such
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